
Hoopla entices readers with the quality of its poets and the attraction of a 
vibrant series with three books launching at once by a late-career, mid-career and 
debut New Zealand poet.

hoopla success: 
• Mr Clean and The Junkie longlisted for the Ockham NZ Book Awards • Poems 
from Native Bird and Where the Fish Grow chosen for Best NZ Poems and The 
20/20 Collection • Hoopla poets performed on a Melbourne tour 2015 and at 
Wellington’s Litcrawl 2015. Hoopla reviews on www.makaropress.co.nz
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This Thin Now by Jo Thorpe isbn 978-0-9951110-0-4 
Her Limitless Her by Reihana Robinson isbn 978-0-9941378-8-3 
Over There a Mountain by Elizabeth Welsh isbn 978-0-9941378-9-0 
series isbn 978-0-9951110-1-1
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‘Suave new kid on the boutique publishing block, Mākaro Press breaks fresh  
territory with their exciting series of poetry collections.’ siobhan harvey

‘Entertaining, diverting, challenging, laughter inducing. How wonderful  
that a poetry collection can do all of this.’ paula green

This Thin Now tells the story of a love lost and of the places the poet finds it still 
– from inside the space two hands make to the numinous blue of sea and sky. 
These are poems of dazzle and quiet that give the reader a rare gift. 

•

The bounty of women, how far they’ll go, how far they can stretch – to love, 
to encompass, to bear. Find them here: bosom-packed, dreamy, dragging their 
offspring, twinsets askew, peeling, darning, preening. In Her Limitless Her 
Reihana Robinson has created a beguiling space for her to stretch on the page, 
and for joy to dance and grief to spin. 

•

It’s hard to know how to be with a mother who is a mountain. It’s hard to feel 
how to be with a father who is a mountain. It’s hard to explain that luminous 
bond and the bewilderingly stretched distance. Anxious, the mountain-daughter 
holds what is bright to hold and takes without asking what is bright to the eye, 
tries to stave off becoming a mountain herself, while finding out what it is that 
makes her human. Over There a Mountain is an incandescent first collection.



Still available: HOOPLA 2014, 2015, 2016 & 2017

2014
Heart Absolutely I Can by Michael Harlow  
isbn 978-0-473-27647-8
Cinema by Helen Rickerby  
isbn 978-0-473-27648-5
Bird murder by Stefanie Lash  
isbn 978-0-473-27649-2

2015
Mr Clean & The Junkie by Jennifer Compton  
isbn 978-0-9941172-3-6
Native Bird by Bryan Walpert  
isbn 978-0-9941065-6-8
Bones in the Octagon by Carolyn McCurdie  
isbn 978-0-9941172-1-2

2016
Withstanding by Helen Jacobs 
isbn 978-0-9941172-8-1
Udon by The Remarkables by Harvey Molloy 
isbn 978-0-9941172-9-8  
Where the Fish Grow by Ish Doney  
isbn 978-0-9941237-1-8 

2017
Dylan Junkie by Jeffrey Paparoa Holman      
isbn 978-0-9941378-0-7
Family History by Johanna Emeney 
isbn 978-0-9941378-1-4  
Wolf  by Elizabeth Morton  
isbn 978-0-9941378-2-1 

Jo Thorpe is a poet, dancer and dance critic. She has a master’s in creative writing 
from the International Institute of Modern Letters and until recently taught dance 
history at the New Zealand School of Dance, Wellington. Jo has published two 
previous volumes of poetry and written dance criticism for a variety of publications. 
She has three daughters and five grandchildren, and lives in Gisborne. 

Elizabeth Welsh is an academic editor, working for university presses worldwide, 
editor and founder of online journal The Typewriter and was co-editor of Flash 
Frontier. She has published poetry and short fiction in journals in New Zealand and 
overseas, and was the 2012 winner of the Auckland University Press Divine Muses 
Emerging Poets Award. She lives in Auckland with her partner and daughter.

Coromandel poet and artist Reihana Robinson works across cultural boundaries, critical 
moments and emotional fault lines. She lives part of the year in the United States and has 
held artist residencies at the East-West Center (Honolulu) and Anderson Center (Minnesota). 
Her poems have been published in journals in New Zealand, Australia and North America. 
Reihana was the inaugural winner of Te Atairangikaahu Award for Poetry, featured in AUP 
New Poets 3 and National Poetry Day’s 20/20. This is her second collection of poetry. 


